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Abstract—This paper considers the Slepian-Wolf coding
based data aggregation problem and the corresponding
dependable clustering problem in wireless sensor networks
(WSNs). A dependable Slepian-Wolf coding based clustering (DSWC) algorithm is proposed to provide dependable clustering
against cluster-head failures. The proposed D-SWC algorithm
attempts to elect a primary cluster head and a backup cluster
head for each cluster member during clustering so that once a
failure occurs to the primary cluster head the cluster members
within the failed cluster can promptly switchover to the backup
cluster head and thus recover the connectivity of the failed
cluster to the data sink without waiting for the next-round
clustering to be performed. Simulation results show that the DSWC algorithm can effectively increase the amount of data
transmitted to the data sink as compared with an existing nondependable clustering algorithm for Slepian-Wolf coding based
data aggregation in WSNs.
Key words—Slepian-Wolf coding; dependable clustering; data
aggregation; wireless sensor network

I.

INTRODUCTION

In a wireless sensor network (WSN), a number of sensor
nodes are densely deployed in an area of interest with a data
sink deployed within or near the area[1]. The data observed by
the sensor nodes usually have a certain spatial correlation and
the degree of the spatial correlation increases as the distance
between sensor nodes decreases[2]. The spatial correlation can
lead to considerable data redundancy in the network and
transmitting redundant data would cause unnecessary energy
consumption. To increase energy efficiency and prolong
network lifetime, it is desirable to perform in-network data
aggregation to remove the data redundancy in the network.
Slepian-Wolf coding[3-4] is a distributed source coding
(DSC), which can remove data redundancy without
communication between sensor nodes. To take advantages of
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the properties of Slepian-Wolf coding, sensor nodes must
know the correlation structure of the entire network a priori
and the correlation structure of the network depends on the
characteristics of the observed phenomenon and the distances
between the sensor nodes in the network[4]. However,
applying Slepian-Wolf coding to a large network in a global
manner is usually difficult because in that case every sensor
node needs to know the correlation structure of the whole
network, which would incur much additional control overhead.
An effective way to address the above issue is to
introduce node clustering in a WSN to improve energy
efficiency and prolong network lifetime[5]. This technique can
help reduce the energy consumption of sensor nodes by
allowing cluster members in a cluster to send data to their
associated cluster head at a short distance and the cluster head
to transmit locally aggregated data to the data sink at a long
distance. Due to this fact, node clustering can be effectively
combined with Slepian-Wolf coding to increase the energy
efficiency in data aggregation. Using clustering, a network is
configured into a certain number of clusters. Each cluster
contains a smaller number of neighbor sensor nodes. In this
case, each cluster node only needs to know the local
correlation structure of the cluster when applying SlepianWolf coding to a large network, which is more feasible.
One concern that arises in node clustering is the clusterhead failure problem caused by physical damage or external
attack, which would result in the loss of connectivity of all
affected cluster members in a failed cluster, and disrupt the
data communication within the cluster and even the normal
operation of the entire network. To address this problem, it is
desirable to find an efficient way to recover the connectivity
of the affected cluster nodes in the event of a cluster-head
failure. A traditional way to this end is to re-cluster the sensor
nodes once a failure occurs[6-7], but such re-clustering is
usually time-insensitive, and would disrupt the normal data
communication of the affected sensor nodes during reclustering and lead to incomplete data transmission in the
network.
In this paper, we consider Slepian-Wolf coding based data
aggregation problem and the corresponding dependable

clustering problem in WSNs. A dependable Slepian-Wolf
coding based clustering (D-SWC) algorithm is proposed to
provide survivable clustering against cluster-head failures,
which elects a couple of cluster heads for each cluster
member: a primary head and a backup head. Once a failure
occurs to the primary cluster head, the cluster members within
the failed cluster can promptly switchover to the backup
cluster head and thus recover the connectivity of the failed
cluster to the data sink without waiting for the next-round
clustering to be performed. Simulation results show that the
D-SWC algorithm can effectively increase the amount of data
transmitted to the data sink as compared with an existing nondependable clustering algorithm for Slepian-Wolf coding
based data aggregation in WSNs,
The rest of the paper is organized as follow. Section II
describes the dependable clustering problem considered in
this paper. Section III presents the proposed D-SWC
algorithm. In Section IV evaluates the performance of the DSWC algorithm through simulation results. Section V
concludes this paper.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
This section first introduces the concept of Slepian-Wolf
coding, and then describes the dependable clustering problem
and review related work.
A. Slepian-Wolf Coding
Assume that a network has N sensor nodes uniformly
distributed in an area of interest and each node i produces
reading X i . All the readings forms a set of jointly ergodic
sources, denoted by X = ( X 1 , X 2 ,… , X N ) . These readings
follow a distribution of p( x1 , x2 ,…, x N ) , which corresponds
to the spatial correlation structure known by each node a
priori. According to the Slepian-Wolf Theorem[3], the sensor
nodes can jointly encode their data without inter-node
communication with an overall rate (in bits) lower-bounded
by their joint entropy H ( X 1 , X 2 ,…, X N ) provided that their
respective rates meet the following condition:
R(G ) ≥ H [ X (G ) | X (G c )]

for all G ∈ {1,2, , N } , where {1,2, , N } is a set of the
indices of sensor nodes in the network, G is a set of sensor
nodes, Gc is the complementary set of G, H ( X ) is the
entropy of X, and
R(G ) =

∑ R , X (G ) = { X
i

j,

j ∈ G} .

i∈G

According to chain theory[2], for any order of N nodes, there
always exists a rate allocation {Ri }iN=1 which makes the total
number of bits generated by all nodes equal to the value of
their joint entropy, i.e.,
N

∑ R = H(X , X
i

i =1

1

2,

, XN) ,

where
R1 = H ( X 1 )
Ri = H ( X i / X i -1 , X i - 2 ,

, X1 ) , 2 ≤ i ≤ N

Therefore, all sensor nodes in a cluster, say cluster A, can
encode their data with H ( X 1 , X 2 , , X | A| ) bits using SlepianWolf coding without inter-node communication, and there
always exists an optimal rate allocation which can achieve
this local maximum compression gain.
B. Clustered Slepian-Wolf Coding
Assume that a network consists of a set of sensor nodes V.
Each sensor node is initially a cluster-head candidate. The
diameter of each candidate is equal, and all other nodes within
the diameter can become its cluster members. The nodes
within the cluster diameter of candidate v constitutes a finite
point set Ωv with the cardinality of | Ωv | , which is called the
neighbor set of candidate v. P ( Ωv ) denotes the power set of
Ωv , which is a set whose elements are the subsets of Ωv , and
it constitutes all possible combinations of nodes in Ωv .
Ω

Therefore, the cardinality of P ( Ωv ) is 2 v . Since a candidate
v associated with each combination of nodes (cluster members)
within its cluster diameter (e.g., a set of nodes Δv ,
where Δv ∈ P ( Ωv ) ), can form a unique potential cluster
Ω

(e.g., A := Δv ∪ {v} ), it can generate up to 2 v potential
clusters[7]. Further, since every node is initially a candidate,
the network consists of | V | candidates. Therefore, the whole
network consists of a cluster set S, which includes

∑2

|Ω v |
v∈V

potential clusters. At the same time, we can encode each
potential cluster A with H ( X 1 , X 2 , , X | A| ) using SlepianWolf coding in that cluster.
Under the above assumptions, the clustered Slepian-Wolf
coding problem is to select a set of disjoint potential clusters
C * from the cluster set S to cover the whole network such
that the global compression gain of Slepian-Wolf coding is
maximized, or the total rate (bits) of the encoded data
generated by all the clusters in the network is minimized[7],
i.e.,
C * = arg min
H ( X ( A)) ,
C⊆S

∑

A∈C

where
∪ A∈C * A = V ,
∩ A∈C * A = φ ,
X ( A) = { X j , j ∈ A} ,

and C denotes a set of disjoint clusters from the cluster set S
to cover the whole network.
C. Dependable Clustering
We consider the dependable clustering problem, i.e.,
construct a cluster hierarchy with each cluster having two

different cluster heads: a primary head and a backup head.
This problem is similar to the domatic partition problem in
graph theory[8], where a domatic partition is a partition of
vertices in which each part is a dominating set. With the
domatic partition, each vertex in the graph is either in the
dominating set or has a neighbor in the set. In a clustered
network, each sensor node is either a cluster head or a cluster
member. Therefore, all cluster heads in the network actually
constructs a dominating set and the domatic partition can
generate several different dominating sets. Correspondingly, a
solution to the domatic partition problem can also partition
the network such that each cluster member can be covered by
several different sets of cluster heads. The domatic partition
problem is a well-known NP-complete problem. A simple
way to solve the problem is to greedily select small
dominating sets and iteratively remove the selected
dominating sets from the graph until the remainder is no
longer dominating. However, the greedy algorithm aims to
find multiple backup cluster heads, while in this work we only
consider one primary cluster head and one backup cluster
head for solving the dependable clustering problem.
D. Related Work
Slepian-Wolf coding based data aggregation has been
studied in the literature[9-12]. In [9-10], global Slepian-Wolf
coding and shortest-path routing are studied with an aim to
minimize the total cost for sending compressed data. The
results show that applying Slepian-Wolf coding globally is
difficult. However, this work does not consider distributed
clustering with Slepian-Wolf coding. In [11], Marco and
Neuhoff studied the application of Slepian-Wolf coding
locally within each cluster and showed its advantage in
overcoming the effect of node failures on the data
reconstruction at the remote sink. However, this work does
not propose any clustering protocol to construct a cluster
hierarchy. In [12], the clustered Slepian-Wolf coding problem
is studied and a distributed optimal compression clustering
protocol (DOC2) is proposed to solve the problem. On the
other hand, most existing clustering protocols for WSNs do
not consider correlation structure and thus cannot take
advantage of Slepian-Wolf coding to increase the efficiency
of data aggregation.
In the context of dependable clustering, there is not much
related work reported in the literature. In [6-7], Mhatre and
Heinzelman et al. introduced periodic re-clustering to address
the problem. However, this would disrupt the normal
communication in the failed cluster. In [13], Younis et al.
proposed a robust energy-efficient distributed clustering
(REED) for WSNs, which can construct a robust clustered
hierarchy by selecting k independent sets of cluster heads. In
[14], Gupta and Younis proposed a fault-tolerant clustering
algorithm to perform re-clustering locally once most cluster
heads reach a consensus about the occurrence of a clusterhead failure. In [15], Wang et al. proposed a dependable
clustering protocol to solve the cluster-head failure problem in
underwater sensor networks (UWSNs). However, these
clustering algorithms do not consider Slepian-Wolf coding for
data aggregation.

III. DEPENDABLE SLEPIAN-WOLF CODEING BASED
CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
In this section, we present the proposed dependable
Slepian-Wolf coding based clustering (D-SWC) algorithm for
data aggregation in WSNs.
A. Overview
The D-SWC algorithm is based on the greedy algorithm
proposed in [16] for solving the domatic partition problem
and the distributed optimal-compression clustering protocol
(DOC2) for maximizing the amount of transmitted data in [12].
The objective of the D-SWC algorithm is to elect a primary
cluster head and a backup cluster head for each cluster
member during clustering, taking into account Slepian-Wolf
coding. Compared with the greedy algorithm, the D-SWC
algorithm has two major differences:
1) The greedy algorithm must ensure that multiple different
sets of cluster heads be found so that each cluster member
can be associated with multiple backup cluster heads. This
makes it difficult to consider energy efficiency in
clustering. For the D-SWC algorithm, however, it only
needs to elect one primary cluster head and one backup
cluster head, which makes it possible to consider energy
efficiency in clustering.
2) The greedy algorithm must find a new dominating set or a
set of backup cluster heads that cover not only the
remaining cluster members but also the primary cluster
heads. For the D-SWC algorithm, the elected backup
cluster heads only need to cover the remaining cluster
members because they become cluster heads only when
the primary cluster heads fail.
B. Procedures
The D-SWC algorithm can be divided into three phases:
initialization, clustering, and finalization.
a) Initialization phase
In the initialization stage, each node has three possible
states: cluster head (or head), cluster member (or memb) and
cluster-head candidate (or cand). Initially, each node performs
neighbor discovery to discover its one-hop neighbors and
maintain an uncovered neighbor set, which contains its onehop neighbors still in the cand state. A candidate can
potentially generate a number of different clusters by
combining different nodes in its uncovered neighbor set. If a
candidate v has an uncovered neighbor set U v , the number of
potential clusters the candidate can generate is 2|U v | . Once
the uncovered neighbor set of a candidate is determined, the
candidate will select a cluster with the minimum average joint
entropy as its qualified cluster from all the potential clusters
that can be generated from the uncovered neighbor set.
For example, consider a cluster-head candidate v with a
neighbor set Ωv . The power set of Ωv , P ( Ωv ) , constitutes all
possible combinations of nodes in Ωv . Assume that M v is a
cluster member set of candidate v. Our objective is to select a
potential cluster with the minimum average entropy as the

representative cluster of v, which is denoted by Av and
satisfies the following conditions, i.e.,
H (X ({v} ∪ M v ))
M v ← arg min {
}
M v ⊆ P ( Ωv )
|{v} ∪ M v |
Av ← {v} ∪ M v
C = arg min
*

C⊆S

∑ H (X (A ))

Av ∈C

v

where H ({v} ∪ M v ) represents the joint entropy of the
cluster, and H ({v} ∪ M v ) / | {v} ∪ M v | is considered as the
average entropy of the cluster .
b) Clustering phase
In the clustering phase, each candidate v first performs the
following procedures:
1) Construct its own potential clusters by comparing every
combination of the neighbors in its one-hop uncovered
neighbor set;
2) Calculate the average entropy of each potential cluster
based on the distances between the nodes within the
cluster;
3) Select the representative cluster with the maximum global
compression gain among all the potential clusters;
4) Send the average entropy of its qualified cluster to all
candidates within its 2-hop range.
After that, each candidate compares its own entropy with
the average entropy received from other candidates within its
2-hop range. If the candidate itself has the minimum average
entropy, it will become a cluster head. In this case, it will
invite all the nodes in its representative cluster to join its
cluster by advertising an INVITE message. If a candidate
receives an INVITE message destined to it, it will perform the
following procedures:
1) Change its status from a cluster-head candidate to a cluster
member;
2) Extract the cluster-head ID from the INVITE message;
3) Record the node sending the INVITE message as the
primary cluster head and add the node’s ID into its clusterhead (CH) list;
4) Broadcast a JOIN message to all the nodes within its
cluster diameter to acknowledge the receipt of the INVITE
message and to notify the other candidates within the
cluster diameter that it has become a cluster member of
some cluster head.
If a candidate does not receive any INVITE message, it
will stay in the candidate status and reselect its representative
cluster because at this time some neighbors in its uncovered
neighbor set may have become cluster heads or cluster
members of other cluster heads. Even if a node has become a
cluster member, it still needs to receive the INVITE messages
and add the senders’ IDs extracted from the messages into its
cluster-head list. The above procedures are performed by all
candidates until they all become either a cluster head or a
cluster member. At the end of the clustering phase, there will
be no candidate in the network and the cluster-head list of

every cluster member will contain not only a primary cluster
head, but also one or more backup cluster heads.
c) Finalization phase
In the clustering phase, the cluster-head list generated may
contain one or more backup cluster heads except the primary
cluster head. In this case, the one with the shortest distance to
a cluster member is selected as the backup cluster head for
that cluster member in the finalization phase.
The D-SWC Algorithm
status(v) ∈ {head , cand , memb} ;
status (v) ← cand ;
send and receive status within 1 hop;

U v ← {u | status (u ) = cand , u ∈ Ωv } ;
while status (u ) ≠ head do {
if status (u ) = memb then
while v receives INVITE (u , X u ) do

P _ List (v) ← {u} ∪ P _ List (v);

else

Cv ← P (U v );

M v ← arg min{
M v ∈Cv

H ( X ({v} ∪ M v )) ;
}
|{v} ∪ M v |

Av ← {v} ∪ M v ;
H ( X ( Av )) ;
H avg ( Av ) ←
| Av |
send H avg ( Av ) within 2 hops;
Z ← {u | H avg ( Av ) sent by u is received }
if H avg ( Av ) = min u∈Z {H avg ( Av )} then

{Let status (v) ← head ;
send INVITE (v, X v ) within 1 hop;}
else wait until selection timeout
if v receives INVITE (u , X u ) then
if v ∈ X u then
{Let status(v) ← memb;

Cluster _ head (v) ← u;
P _ List (v) ← {u} ∪ P _ List (v);

send JOIN (v, u ) ;}
else {Let status (v) = cand ;

U v ← U v − {u} ;}
else if v receives JOIN (u , w) then

{Let status (v) ← cand ;

U v ← U v − {u} ;}
}

wait until clustering timeout
if status (u ) = memb then
{ B _ List (v) ← P _ List (v) − Cluster _ head (v) ;
Backup _ head ( v) = arg

min {dist (v, u )} ;}

u∈B _ List ( v )

Fig. 1 The pseudo codes of the D-SWC algorithm.

Figure 1 gives the pseudo codes of the D-SWC algorithm,
the notations used in the pseudo codes are explained as
follows:
 Ωv : a finite point set within one hop of candidate v.

where K denotes the determinant of matrix K[4]. For matrix
K, we use an exponential model of the covariance

kij = exp ( −dijθ ) in [10] to model its elements, where dij
2



P(Ωv ) : a set whose elements are the subsets of Ωv .

represents the distance between the nodes X i and X j , and θ



C v : all the possible combinations of nodes within onehop range of candidate v.



M v : the set containing the representative cluster
members of candidate v.



Av : the representative cluster of candidate v;



X v : a set containing the cluster members of Av ;



H avg ( Av ) : the average entropy of Av ;




Z: a set containing the average entropy sent by other
cluster heads within the 2-hop range of a candidate;
P _ List (v) : the primary cluster-head list of candidate v,



B _ List (v) : the backup cluster-head list of candidate v;



Cluster _ head (v) : the primary cluster head of candidate v.

indicates the extent of correlation. For the sake of simplicity
and without loss of generality, we apply the differential
entropy to replace the discrete entropy because the differential
entropy differs from the discrete entropy by a constant[10][15].
Figure 2 shows the total amount of data received by the
data sink with D-SWC and DOC2, respectively, within 10
simulation rounds. To investigate the impact of a cluster-head
failure on the performance, four cluster-head failures are
generated in each round, and the failed cluster heads are
randomly selected from the primary cluster heads. It is seen
that D-SWC transmits more data to the sink than DOC2
during the 10 simulation rounds. This is because in the event
of a cluster-head failure, D-SWC allows the cluster members
within a failed cluster to transmit their data to a backup
cluster head, while with DOC2 the nodes have to wait until the
next-round clustering is completed to transmit their data.



Backup _ head (v) : the backup cluster head of candidate v.



INVITE( v , X v ) : a message used to invite the nodes in
set X v to become the cluster members of candidate v;



JOIN (v, u ) : a message used to confirm that node v has
received the INVITE message sent by candidate u and
has joined the cluster of candidate u.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the
proposed D-SWC algorithm through simulation results. For
evaluation, we compare the D-SWC algorithm and the DOC2
algorithm in [12] and the performance metrics include the
amount of data transmitted to the data sink and the average
residual energy of sensor nodes in the network.
In the simulation experiments, we used a network with
100 sensor nodes uniformly deployed in a region of
100m×100m. The cluster diameter is 15m. For the correlation
structure, we use an approximation algorithm to calculate the
amount of the joint entropy generated by a cluster with N
nodes[4][10]. We assume that the observations X 1 , X 2 ,… , X N
generated by N senor nodes can be modeled as an Ndimensional jointly Gaussian model with mean ( 0, 0,… , 0 )

Fig.2 Total amount of data received by the data sink.

and covariance matrix K. The density of X is
1
− X T K − `X
1
2
f (X ) =
e
N
1/2
K
2π

(

)

and the differential entropy of ( X 1 , X 2 ,… , X N ) is

1
N
h ( X 1 , X 2 ,… , X N ) = log ( 2π e ) K
2

bits,
Fig.3 Average residual energy of sensor nodes in the network.

Figure 3 shows the average residual energy of sensor
nodes in the network with the D-SWC algorithm and the
DOC2 algorithm, respectively. It is seen that with the D-SWC
algorithm the nodes consume a little more energy than that
with the DOC2 algorithm during the simulations. This is
because with the DOC2 algorithm the sensor nodes within a
failed cluster do not to transmit data until the next-round reclustering is completed, while with the D-SWC algorithm the
nodes can continue to transmit data to the backup cluster head,
thus consuming more energy in the same simulation time. It
should be pointed out that the consumed more energy is used
for data transmission, not a waste.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a dependable Slepian-Wolf
coding based clustering (D-SWC) algorithm to solve the
dependable clustering problem in Slepian-Wolf coding based
data aggregation for WSNs. The D-SWC algorithm attempts
to elect a primary cluster head and a backup cluster head for
each cluster member during clustering so that once a failure
occurs to the primary cluster head, the cluster members within
the failed cluster can promptly switchover to the backup
cluster head and thus recover the connectivity of the failed
cluster to the data sink without waiting for the next-round
clustering to be performed. The simulation results have shown
that the D-SWC algorithm can effectively increase the amount
of data transmitted to the data sink as compared with the
DOC2 algorithm. In future work, we will study the clusterhead switchover problem in the event of a cluster-head failure
for supporting the D-SWC algorithm.
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